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Introduction

As the U.S. military pivots back to a world shaped by great power competition, it faces the need of coming to grips with the evolving capabilities and doctrines of its principal rivals, China and Russia. The Russian military, in particular, is rapidly updating its tools and techniques in ways that challenge traditional thinking about great power competition. Having learned from its failures during the Cold War, Moscow is no longer building a force that mirrors those of its rivals. Instead, Russia is investing in areas where it enjoys, or could enjoy, a comparative advantage. Some of these areas are familiar to students of the Cold War, such as a navy that emphasizes attacks on a foe’s critical infrastructure. Others, like the growing incorporation of drones in the air, at sea, and on land, are new. If nothing else, Russia’s military is adaptive. It also comparatively well-funded, with a solid technological base that, even if it struggles at times to produce completely new systems, allows Russia to be largely self-sufficient.

The development and incorporation of new technologies by the Russian military go hand-in-hand with new thinking about the nature of warfare (especially great power warfare) in the twenty-first century. Russian strategic thought remains focused above all on developing capabilities to counter the technologically superior U.S./NATO militaries. That focus is reflected in doctrinal statements and in the pronouncement of Russian officials, and in force planning. As in the Cold War, it has something of a global element, even if Europe remains the central front. It also incorporates tools and techniques of asymmetric conflict, including psychological and information operations.

To promote better understanding of the Russian military’s evolving capabilities and doctrines, the CSIS Russia and Eurasia Program (REP), with support from United States European Command (EUCOM) has undertaken to gather in this short volume a series of papers from leading analysts of the Russian military designed to give planners and executors a clear sense of just where the Russian military is headed. The papers are grouped into two sections: ideas and capabilities. In the first section, Stephen Blank (Foreign Policy Research Institute) analyzes the Russian military’s global ambitions, while Andreas Turunen (Conflict Studies Research Center) looks at the evolution of Russian military doctrine on electronic warfare, and Joe Cheravitch breaks down Russia’s approach to psychological operations. Section two focuses on capabilities, with Michael Petersen (U.S. Naval War College) examining the Russian navy’s ability to carry out counter critical infrastructure missions and Samuel Bendett (Center for Naval Analyses) looking at Russia’s drone capabilities.
These papers grow out of the work done over the past year by the Russian Military Capabilities Working Group, a forum co-hosted by REP and the Center for Naval Analyses that provides a space for established and upcoming experts on all aspects of Russian security policy to hear from one another and from outside speakers about work being done at the cutting edge of Russian military analysis. With the support and interest of EUCOM, we asked members of the group to submit proposals for short papers, which would be discussed and workshopped within the group before being submitted for publication. While the papers are the work of their individual authors, they all benefitted from the collective input and wisdom of the Russian Military Capabilities Working Group. We are very thankful to the group members who took the time to read and comment on the papers, to EUCOM for its interest and financial support for the project, and to Carnegie Corporation of New York for funding the Russian Military Capabilities Working Group.

Jeffrey Mankoff
Senior Fellow
Russia and Eurasia Program
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A Russian Global Expeditionary Force?

BY STEPHEN BLANK

Introduction

Despite numerous assertions to the contrary, Russia has developed a strategy, forces, and strategic objectives for global power projection since 2006, when President Vladimir Putin advocated creating forces for global, local, and national contingencies and began training them.¹ Moscow began creating private military forces for use abroad in the 1990s.² By 2010, elements of Russia’s airborne forces participated in an EU operation to support UN peacekeepers in Chad.³ Today, Russian forces or proxies are deployed or fighting in Syria, Libya, the Central African Republic, Mozambique, Madagascar, and Venezuela and have participated in failed coups in Montenegro, Greece, and Macedonia. Moscow even offered to send peacekeeping forces to Afghanistan after the recent U.S.-Taliban accords.⁴ Clearly, Moscow can sustain these forces. Moreover, Russia has obtained, been offered, or seeks air and navy bases in Venezuela, the Levant, the Horn of Africa, and the Sahel. It may also covet bases in South Asia as it clearly seeks an enhanced presence there.⁵ Meanwhile, Russian military literature discusses power projection forces because contemporary war largely occurs in the Middle East, Africa, Venezuela, and other failed states.⁶

³ ITAR-TASS, Open Source Center CEP 20100266950173, February 26, 2010.
Power Projection and the Navy

The ambition to project power beyond the Russian Federation’s borders dates back to at least 2003. But it has only materialized more recently due to Russia’s military reforms, buildup, and lessons from operations in Crimea, Donbas, and Syria. Russia regards these wars as laboratories for future military developments, going beyond the innovative use of weapons. Russia remains a learning military (and government) regarding lessons of contemporary warfare that other powers ignore, disregard, or may simply be incapable of assimilating. Failure to grasp this fact and/or the lessons Russia is learning and applying will breed more global instability, as the attempted coups in the Balkans and war in Ukraine demonstrate.

In 2014, Defense Minister Sergey Shoygu and his deputy, Anatoly Antonov, advocated establishing a global network of air and naval bases to extend Russia’s global military presence. Shoygu cited Russia’s need for refueling bases near the equator and noted that “It is imperative that our navy has the opportunities for replenishment.” While the navy’s priority might be homeland defense, naval taskings obviously will far transcend that requirement even though ocean-going ships are being reduced. The commander in chief of the navy, Admiral Viktor Chirkov, concurrently cited the navy’s “ocean strategy” and emphasized a large-scale procurement campaign to realize it globally. Even if Chirkov’s procurement program remains largely aspirational, incomplete, and has been superseded, and despite the navy’s many well-known problems, these new capabilities have considerably increased Russian naval, air, and air defense projection capabilities since 2014. And the navy, in particular, is gaining new strike capabilities for power projection.

Because the navy has failed to develop a sustainable capability for what the West calls a SODCIT (strategic operations to destroy critical infrastructure targets) mission, the alternatives it has developed give it a dual-use global power projection capability in tandem with potential foreign basing. The new submarines, frigates, and corvettes that Russia has built and is building may be primarily for littoral and near-sea operations. They are also, however, being used for power projection, and their new missile capabilities—the dual-use Kalibr’, Tsirkon, and Onyx missiles—have a serious global
intermediate and long-range strike capability.\textsuperscript{14} Samuel Bendett also reports that, based on its Syrian experience, Russia has committed itself to giving all of its services unmanned capabilities. For the navy, these comprise unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) and unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) that give Russian ships greater intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) range and capability, along with capabilities for anti-submarine warfare (ASW), maritime border projection, demining, and even combat strike capabilities.\textsuperscript{15} Unmanned systems may also be used for maritime ISR and situational awareness, including UUVs that could mimic a submarine’s signature or carry small torpedoes.\textsuperscript{16}

Moreover, the navy and government have reaffirmed their global aspirations. Russia’s 2017 Naval Doctrine states that:

Military-naval activity represents the state’s wholly directed activity toward the formation and support by military means of auspicious conditions in the world ocean for the persistent development of the Russian Federation and realization of the fundamental priorities of its national security.\textsuperscript{17}

Military-naval activity is a component of state activity that is executed in the world ocean to prevent aggression against Russia and realize high priority state interests. The navy defends Russia’s status as a great naval power globally, is an important part of international stability and strategic deterrence, and conducts an independent naval policy as an equal participant in international naval activity.\textsuperscript{18} Furthermore, there is also an explicit requirement for power projection (marine or naval infantry) embedded in that doctrine.

[The navy possesses] strategic nuclear and conventional naval forces and the ability to implement its combat potential in virtually any area of the World Ocean; and the ability to deploy naval expeditionary groups in a short period of time into the areas of conflict and remain in these areas for an extended period of time without violating the sovereignty of other states: as well as a high level of readiness for actions, including strikes on critically important enemy targets.\textsuperscript{19}

**Policy and Operations**

Meanwhile, Moscow has extended abroad a policy long applied to the former Soviet Union to facilitate these operations. This four-step policy aimed to strengthen Russia’s power projection instruments and capabilities. First, it entailed strengthening military capabilities “to cover a wide range of requirements from conducting crisis management operations aimed at averting transnational threats and peacekeeping operations, to unconventional and conventional warfare operations aimed at asserting its interests and deterring external actors.”\textsuperscript{20}
The second aspect is bilateral or multilateral military cooperation with a range of partners (e.g., the late 2019 naval exercises with China and Iran, and with China and South Africa, Tsentr’ 2019, and operations with the Egyptian armed forces). Indeed, the Iranian maneuvers expressly aimed—at least in Iran’s assessment, as in Venezuela’s case below—to tell Washington that intervention risked Russo-Chinese support for Iran.21 Third comes Russia’s efforts to cement ties within or with non-Western multilateral security organizations.22 The fourth element, arms sales, gives Russia a foothold in purchasing states; that may well be their principal purpose.23

Recent force developments have produced a flexible template based on the particular conditions of the crisis or war in question and Russia’s assessment of what will advance its interests there. Since the Crimean annexation, elements of the following formations have been located abroad: private military companies; elements of spetsnaz forces, naval infantry (increasingly designated for these missions); airborne, naval, and air forces; general-purpose forces’ C2 element; the state military in affected countries where they retain some capability like Syria and Venezuela; allied forces (Iran and Hezbollah in Syria); proxy militias (e.g., Haftar in Libya); irregulars recruited from Cossack Balkan, Ukrainian, and other volunteers; and presumed elements of the GRU and other intelligence organizations. Russian law also lets Moscow use FSB and even National Guard units for such overseas operations under an anti-terrorism rubric.24

The only political criteria for intervening abroad evidently is if there exist pro-Russian forces of sufficient capability that Moscow can utilize for its objective, and second, if it can keep the level of intervention below the point of generating a serious Western response. Obviously, those criteria are linked: if pro-Russian forces are insufficient or lacking, Moscow’s commitment, risks, and exposure grow commensurately. This ensemble of forces can be used as needed at little financial or political cost and with plausible deniability. Moscow can pretend its forces are not fighting abroad, offload the burden of extended distant operations upon private military company forces (PMCs) or local forces, and defang internal criticism about casualties.25

By 2019, Shoigu informed the Duma that Russian forces could fight anywhere in the world.26 In Venezuela, Moscow deployed two planes and 100 military personnel ostensibly to install “special military equipment,” but also to “support the Maduro regime.”27 Among

---

22 Ibid.
24 Klein, Russia’s Military Policy, 16.
others, these forces comprised experts in cybersecurity.\textsuperscript{28} Moscow had also dispatched mercenaries from the Wagner Group to Venezuela.\textsuperscript{29} While leaders like Chief of Staff General Valery Gerasimov invoked Syria as a template for limited foreign military operations, Moscow’s Venezuelan intervention more closely replicated the Soviet Union’s strategy for Nicaragua (i.e., using just enough force to deter a U.S. intervention).\textsuperscript{30}

Putin has hinted at a Russian base in Latin America as a possible retaliation against Washington’s withdrawal from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty.\textsuperscript{31} In fact, Venezuela offered Moscow use of a naval/air base at Lar Orchila Island, and Moscow dispatched Tu-160s bombers there in 2018.\textsuperscript{32} Accordingly, we can expect regular visits by nuclear-capable planes and ships to the neighboring naval base, if not permanent deployments.\textsuperscript{33} Moreover, Russian and pro-Russian forces in Venezuela could be the foundation for a permanent “counter-revolutionary” force to buttress the Maduro regime.\textsuperscript{34}

Persistent reports evoked this outcome in 2018-19.\textsuperscript{35}

Russia’s activities also encompass information and cyber-warfare in targeted states to achieve political leverage. Russia has sent “political technologists” to over 20 African countries to target voters with disinformation campaigns.\textsuperscript{36} Russia has also sought to influence elections across Africa and used elements of the Wagner Group for cyber operations there.\textsuperscript{37} Concurrently, Moscow has used the template described above in Libya and the Central African Republic as it refines in its “African laboratory” techniques first used in Syria to suppress “color revolutions” or launch its own uprisings to support pro-Russian forces and leaders.\textsuperscript{38} Thus, it is developing a new formula for global expeditionary forces, melding both Russian and indigenous, regular, private, and irregular forces integrated by Russian command and control centers.\textsuperscript{39}

Russian arms sales and exercises also facilitate power projection operations. In December 2019, Russia, China, and Iran conducted joint maritime exercises off Iran. Iranian officials

\textsuperscript{33} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{34} Tucker, “Russia Is Perfecting.”
\textsuperscript{35} Valenta, “Russia’s Military Should Leave.”
\textsuperscript{38} Tucker, “Russia Is Perfecting”; Dvornikov, “Shtaby Dlia Novykh Voin.”
\textsuperscript{39} Ibid.
asserted that these exercises showed that “Iran cannot be isolated.” Others cited the same goal as in Venezuela, warning Washington away from attacking Iran. In November 2019, the South African, Russian, and Chinese navies conducted joint exercises off South Africa’s coast “to ensure safety of shipping and maritime economic activity.” Similarly, Egyptian paratroopers have participated in annual joint exercises with Russian and other foreign troops in Russia and Egypt since 2017. Russia also directly projects power to Africa. Tu-160 strategic nuclear-capable bombers and their support aircraft flew to South Africa in October 2019, signaling a diplomatic deployment that resembled the deployment of bombers in 2018 to Venezuela.44

Objectives

This multidimensional strategy possesses several visible objectives. Successful operations show foreign leaders in these regions as well as all the great powers that Russia is a global power that must be reckoned with. These operations scratch Moscow’s permanent itch or obsession with status that requires it to persuade its domestic audience of its acknowledged greatness in world affairs. Economically, apart from trade and investment deals that secure needed resources, the economic and military operations overseas generate leverage over key economic and political sectors abroad. Third, Moscow seeks diplomatic support in the UN and globally from targeted governments and regional security organizations (e.g., the Organizations of African States) on issues now occupying the global agenda. Fourth, these operations directly enrich or have the possibility of enriching the state and oligarchs like Yevgeny Prigozhin, Konstantin Malofeev, and others. Fifth, successful power projection operations not only distance the area targeted from the United States and the West, but they also cause problems for Western governments. As one member of the panel reviewing these papers reported, Foreign Minister Lavrov reportedly boasted that Russian operations in Africa certainly “stepped on France’s toes” in Africa.

Finally, and most importantly from an operational standpoint, successful power projection operations permit the acquisition of naval and air bases, port visits, or logistic centers. Not only do those gains facilitate the long-range strike targeting missions against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies that predominate in Russian strategy, but they also could help solve a problem for the Russian navy. The navy largely runs on diesel fuel which Russia has had trouble acquiring after it invaded Ukraine, its previous source. To

41 “Iranian Admiral Reveals,” Sputnik.
the degree that it can acquire stocks of this or other compatible fuels for its ships, it
can deploy ships far abroad and to some degree shift the burden of providing for them
to the host country.\textsuperscript{45}

**Doctrine**

Gerasimov and other military leaders have openly discussed a strategy of limited foreign
operations.\textsuperscript{46} Gerasimov highlighted the growing number of actors participating in military
actions, including quasi-states, and the use of informational, economic, diplomatic, and
military measures in these conflicts whose essence involves using “the protest potential of
the fifth column.”\textsuperscript{47} Since, in his view, Russia’s enemies use these wars as well as high-tech
operations against Russia, the Russian military must be “ready to conduct new-type wars and
armed conflicts, using ‘classical’ and ‘asymmetric’ methods of operation.”\textsuperscript{48} He cites Syria’s
lessons as the basis for this strategy of limited actions using self-sufficient troops.

Gerasimov further asserted that this strategy consists of planning and coordinating (under
Russian command) military and nonmilitary operations of combined Russian and non-Russian
professional and otherwise militarized forces, including in humanitarian and post-conflict
stabilization operations.\textsuperscript{49} Gerasimov also emphasized the increasing role of unmanned-aerial
vehicles (UAVs) and counter-UAV electronic operations and the role of information operations
in achieving superiority in these scenarios.\textsuperscript{50} Moreover, he reiterated that because information
transcends national borders, it can underpin covert, remote operations, directly destabilizing a
country’s internal security.\textsuperscript{51}

In 2018, Colonel-General Aleksandr Dvornikov, commander of the Southern Military District,
anticipated Gerasimov’s ideas. Dvornikov discerns a universal trend towards integrated
“camouflaged” forces:

> Such groups are being created on the basis of local resources on the principle of
> opposition, national, and confessional divisions, by means of organizing irregular
> troops and popular militias in units that are capable of coalescing into larger-scale
> formations with the support and under the leadership of the Special Operations Forces
> and private military companies of other states. This also involves the armed forces of
> the host-nations, foreign Air Force, Navy and other groupings of troops (forces), civil
> and nongovernmental organizations, that are all brought together for the purpose of
> performing tasks in the strategic or operational directions in a unified information-
> intelligence space.\textsuperscript{52}

Moscow also learned here the need and art of creating flexible command and control
groupings to conduct integrated strategic-political operations there. Consequently, according to Dvornikov:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{45} Petersen, *Strategic Deterrence*.
  \item \textsuperscript{46} Gerasimov, “Razvitie Voyennoi Strategii.”
  \item \textsuperscript{47} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{49} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{50} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{51} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{52} Dvornikov, “Shtaby Dlia Novykh Voin.”
\end{itemize}
Effectively, we are talking about fragmented irregular armed formations. However, when they are united under the command of the RF AF troops grouping commander, and when acting under a single concept, they acquired a new status, so now they can be called an “integrated grouping” in the full sense of the word.\textsuperscript{53}

Gerasimov and Dvornikov’s writings outline this emerging trend. Russia can exploit significant sociopolitical, ethnic, or religious cleavages and conduct this form of warfare anywhere it wants. By trial and error, Russia fashioned a way to project its influence and power abroad and will continue experimenting with these forces and tactics. Russian military writing is integrating new forces and concepts into Russia’s overall thinking about contemporary war and strategy. Accumulating tensions in ostensibly peripheral areas like Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America have historically helped precipitate crises in more central areas—sometimes even triggering major wars. Without learning political, military, or combined means of meeting these challenges, they will not only become local “forever wars” but will grow into larger, longer, and more violent conflagrations in Europe and Asia.

\textit{Dr. Stephen Blank is an internationally-known expert on Russia and the former Soviet Union, who comes to AFPC from the US Army War College where he spent the last 24 years, 1989-2013 as a professor of National Security Studies at the Strategic Studies Institute of the US Army War College in Carlisle Barracks, PA.}

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid.
The Broader Challenge of Russian Electronic Warfare Capabilities

BY ANDREAS TURUNEN

Introduction

The United States and its allies in Europe employ technologically sophisticated armed forces, which are considered superior to near-peer adversaries such as Russia, especially in a conventional confrontation. This situation has led Russia to increase efforts to find ways to exploit weaknesses and shortcomings in U.S. force posture as part of a wider strategy to gain regional influence at the expense of the United States and its allies. Potential vulnerabilities in the U.S. approach stem from a dependence on technological advantage, as well as from a reliance on the unobstructed flows of information required to achieve information dominance in the battlespace. In order to challenge Western military superiority in Europe, Russia must find creative and effective ways to hinder and deny the functionality of the military information systems required for the United States and its allies to maintain their dominant position across every domain of military interaction.

This recognition has driven a logical conclusion in Russian strategic planning, namely the development, deployment, and use of electronic warfare (EW) capabilities that can be applied not only in conventional scenarios but also within gray zone and hybrid approaches. An important aspect of the Russian way of electronic warfare is the notion of EW capabilities as a force multiplier that can be integrated into every possible scenario and situation, both offensively and defensively. Russian EW assets are present in every domain including land, sea, air, space, and cyber and can be used simultaneously. In recent years, the EW formations in Russia have gained an equal status with combined arms, communications, and aerospace defense formations. For greater effect, EW capabilities can also be used in combination with kinetic, non-kinetic, conventional, and gray zone activities to extend the number of attack vectors and focus the effects on vulnerable centers of gravity. For the United States and its allies in Europe, Russia’s increased EW capabilities carry substantial and perhaps even decisive risks, especially in scenarios which allow the elements of surprise, initiative, and deniability to be utilized to undermine the strength of Western powers.
The successful application of EW capabilities includes the degradation of combat capabilities, denial of movement (including reinforcement efforts), disruption of information and data flows, obstruction of support elements such as logistics, and disabling the effective use of C5ISR systems. In addition to conventional warfare, EW systems can be used to target the infrastructure of states hosting U.S. troops. Hence, for the United States and its allies, the primary recommendations for countermeasures include a greater emphasis on electronic warfare in operational and strategic planning, as well as a further increase in training for scenarios involving degraded or denied operational information environments.

**The Way of Russian Electronic Warfare**

*From the period of the Russian Empire to present day*

Russia has strong traditions in the field of electronic warfare and holds that its first implementation dates as far back as the blockade of Port Arthur during the 1904-05 Russo-Japanese War, where the Russian Imperial Navy successfully jammed Japanese radio communications to disrupt artillery correction for battleships.1 Four decades later, the development of maneuver warfare in the Second World War significantly highlighted the role of communications in a gradually accelerating tempo of operations. Based on the lessons learned from that war, Soviet military theorists recognized the importance of functioning communications in “operational level troop control”; loss of communications leads rapidly to loss of organization, leading to a risk of defeat.2 For this reason, the Soviets developed a Radio-Electronic Combat (REC) doctrine to merge their electronic warfare capabilities into an integrated discipline.3 The integration of EW doctrine aligned with broader lines of Soviet strategic culture, including concealment and deception. Subsequently, the way electronic warfare capabilities were regarded during the Soviet period was inherited into the Russian view of electronic warfare in which EW acts as an integrated discipline in every category of combat activity.

Throughout the Cold War, Soviet EW capabilities evolved at a considerable pace. However, after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the domestic industry responsible for developing electronic warfare capabilities also stagnated. Procurement from the electronic warfare industry decreased significantly, which affected the resources available for research and development (R&D).4 After nearly two decades, the modernization of the Russian armed forces that began in the mid-2000s revitalized the electronic warfare industry. Significant resources were directed into R&D, while inventories were modernized.5 The consequences of almost a decade of rapid

---

3 Ibid.
5 Ibid., 188.
development and modernization were clearly visible in the conflicts in eastern Ukraine and Syria.

**Russian EW capabilities today**

Despite significant developments in Russian electronic warfare capabilities during the last decade, Soviet tradition is still strongly present in modern Russian EW doctrine. The difference, however, is in the definition of radio-electronic combat, which has broadened concurrently with the overall development of operational art. Radio-electronic combat doctrine consists of four subcategories: Electronic attack, electronic protection, countermeasures against technical reconnaissance, and radio-electronic information support measures. By definition, electronic attack and protection are almost identical to Soviet radio-electronic doctrine. Unlike in the West, Russian electronic warfare practitioners also count the use of conventional force against an adversary’s radiofrequency systems as a form of an electronic attack (for example anti-radiation missiles). The modern Russian definition of electronic attack also considers possible cyber operations within the EMS-framework. The next 5 to 20 years are likely to see continuing convergence between the EMS and cyberspace, creating new vectors for attacking systems via the linkages between different warfighting domains—in other words, delivering weaponized effects via different domains of interaction, such as a virus against a networked system via radiofrequencies.

The Russian armed forces possess a wide array of EW means intended to cover the entire operable electromagnetic spectrum for all physical domains of warfare (land, sea, submarine, air, and space). The variety of EW systems is tailored to support a wide selection of needs, from tactical and operational to the strategic level. At the strategic level, electronic warfare capabilities are in general targeted against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) C4ISR systems and global communications networks. The main component of this strategic-level electronic attack capability (strategic radio jamming system) is the Murmansk-BN system which operates in high frequency (HF) range and is designed to jam intertheater communications. Murmansk-BN stations are also a vital part of the armed forces’ rapidly increasing capabilities in the Far North, emphasizing the strategic importance of the Arctic in the Russian strategic mindset. Below the so-called “strategic umbrella,” EW equipment and formations are currently being integrated into increasingly lower-level organizational structures. With the 2008 military reform, maneuver brigades were restructured to include an organic EW component, such that electronic warfare is always present in the Russian Ground Forces’ operational execution, and can be seen as a full combat support branch along with more traditional

---

6 Kjellén, *Russian Electronic Warfare*, 22.
branches such as logistics, indirect fires, et cetera. This state of affairs significantly differs from Western operational art, where electronic warfare support usually originates from specialized units that are subordinated to the force structure conducting the operations. Accordingly, the Russian approach prioritizes EW support to a much greater degree than its Western counterparts.

Russia’s ongoing military operations in eastern Ukraine and Syria provide a laboratory for testing new capabilities and technologies in real-life operational scenarios. Operations there also provide an opportunity for Russia’s potential adversaries to observe trends in how Russia conducts electronic warfare. In this context, Syria and eastern Ukraine differ significantly in terms of operational environment. In Syria, the Russian Armed Forces have been mainly testing aerial effect electronic equipment such as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) jamming systems, SIGINT collection capabilities, and countermeasures against intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. In eastern Ukraine, the focus has been more on supporting ground operations and testing new methods for combining information, cyber, and EW measures. A major trend in the conduct of electronic warfare operations in eastern Ukraine has been target designation for indirect fires by UAV-based signals intelligence, which has tested the Ukrainian armed forces’ capability to control their electronic emissions and therefore to protect themselves from Russian electronic reconnaissance.

By observing Russia’s ongoing electronic warfare actions in Syria and Ukraine, Western militaries can obtain insight into the quality of the opposing electronic measures they would face in a potential conflict with Russia. Secondly, in a conflict, Russia would presumably use both nonconventional (e.g., applying electronic warfare measures against civilian infrastructure or using intelligence acquired through electronic means for targeting civilian devices) and conventional electronic warfare creatively, simultaneously, and with a considerable level of flexibility. Based on its record in Syria and Ukraine, Russia would also fail to discriminate between civilian and military targets, especially in terms of infrastructure and logistics—in the electronic as well as the physical domain, where Russia has demonstrated an understanding of the war-winning value of targeting civilians and humanitarian facilities.

**Russian EW Challenging U.S. Regional Advantages**

*Russia’s strategic methodology*

The Russian armed forces’ desire and motivation to invest heavily in electronic warfare capabilities stems from Russia’s relative weakness compared to the armies of the United States and the NATO-allied countries. The Russian armed forces are less technologically advanced, especially in the fields of sensors and C4ISR, and therefore are unable to challenge U.S. forces in Europe, or the NATO allies, in technologically symmetric clashes. Second, although Russia’s armed forces are considerable in size, they would still have difficulty sustaining a regional-level conflict in the European theater without the eventual use of

---

nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{12} In terms of electronic warfare capabilities, Russia, therefore, strives to render the technological gap less relevant through electronic means while exploiting the vulnerabilities of U.S. and NATO assets by fully controlling the electromagnetic spectrum.

Russia’s approach is based on a combination of creativity, deception, “un-restrictedness,” shock-effect, and flexibility. In this context, EW is well suited due to its potential application across all domains of military interaction. In conventional and hybrid-like scenarios, electronic warfare presents a meaningful challenge against more traditional force compositions, as it can be used as an instrument to achieve combinational effects such as psychological targeting via EW assets.\textsuperscript{13} Compared with NATO and U.S. forces in Europe, the Russian armed forces also enjoy more freedom in the range of situations where they can conduct electronic warfare missions during or before conflict and are also more flexible in achieving their strategic objectives without the same normative constraints. Even with this emphasis on EW, Western analysts should avoid overemphasizing hybrid-like scenarios or neglecting Russia’s steadily increased capability to conduct large-scale conventional operations by “traditional” means.\textsuperscript{14}

\textbf{Main Western vulnerabilities}

When addressing the threat that Russian EW poses, it is vital to recognize the most vulnerable BLUEFOR systems and the ways these vulnerabilities can be exploited. In hybrid-like scenarios, EW measures can be directed against vital functions of civilian society, meaning that protective measures and contingency plans are not only the concern of armed forces. Modern-day societies are dependent on the EMS in a number of ways: for example, jamming radio communications may cause severe damage to aviation and maritime traffic flows. Radio systems used by air traffic control (ATC) and maritime vessel management (VTS) are not designed to operate in a hostile environment, where communications are completely or even partially jammed, and even low-level interference might paralyze them, restricting traffic flows.

Evidence from the conflict in eastern Ukraine suggests that Russia has also used its EW capabilities to wage information warfare against the civilian population by suppressing cellular communications and afterwards creating false mobile base stations using the UAV-mounted Leer-3 EW system. The so-called IMSI-catching method forces targeted devices to connect with a false base station, enabling propaganda broadcasting directly to personal devices.\textsuperscript{15} The effectiveness of the information campaign is likely to increase when IMSI-catching is combined with other information warfare tools such as social media influencing. Importantly, such hybrid EW-scenarios are likely to include attempts at deniability, causing difficulties in attribution.

\textsuperscript{14} Westerlund et al., \textit{Russian Military Capability}, 65-67.
In more conventional and “traditional” warfare scenarios, the proportion and intensity of Russian EW measures are likely to be substantially greater. The technological gap between the West and Russia forces the Russian side to target the adversary’s systems across the electromagnetic spectrum in order to effectively decrease its combat potential. On the tactical and operational levels, U.S./allied communications and radar systems would encounter jamming measures seeking to complicate command and control functions, the targeting cycle, and effective use of fires. At the strategic level, intelligence gathering sensors would be undermined through a combination of EW capabilities and physical maskirovka actions such as camouflaging and smoke screening. The aim of such measures is to create multilayer protection against sensors operating in different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum (e.g., ELINT, COMINT, IMINT). Interfering with navigational systems is also likely to occur, as observed during recent military exercises in the Arctic. However, GPS jamming itself is mainly a defensive and self-protective measure to mitigate the threat of standoff weapons reliant on satellite guidance.

Threats against U.S. interests

The primary threat in the evolution and application of electronic warfare measures in the Russian armed forces is their ability to contribute to the defeat of U.S. and European NATO allies in a conventional confrontation in the European theater. If Russian military decisionmakers are able to exploit a potential window of opportunity, be successful in long-term preparations, and achieve escalation dominance in the early hours of a potential conflict, Russia could gain both territorial and military advantage, which would transform into political gain. Electronic warfare can play a role both before and during the initial phase of conflict.

1. **Long-term preparations** in the gray-zone stages of (or alternatives to) conflict could include applying low-intensity electronic warfare measures to both gauge the capabilities, resilience, and reactions of adversaries and to exercise interference with logistics and infrastructure in order to hamper movement of reinforcements and supplies in the pre-conflict situation.

2. **Escalation dominance** is achievable with the assistance of electronic warfare capabilities by distorting, jamming, denying, and eliminating key C4ISR systems, equipment, and vehicles in order to paralyze decisionmaking, hinder intelligence processes, and seize key moments in the very first stages of overt hostilities.

The rapid advance of the Russian armed forces’ electronic warfare capabilities also lowers the threshold for Russia to challenge the United States and its allies in the European theater militarily. Hence, for the United States, the maintenance of credible deterrence requires prioritizing means of countering the Russian electronic warfare threat in order to avoid the risk of defeat—and indeed to reduce the risk of armed conflict overall. Doing so requires maintaining clear superiority in capabilities including EW-resistant communications, electronic warfare platforms such as the
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17 Keir Giles, “Missiles Are Not The Only Threat” FOI, n.d.
EA-18G Growler, and both manned and unmanned systems capable of operating in electronically denied environments without continuous datalink connection to ground stations and satellites.

Finally, the Russian way of electronic warfare has the potential to be imitated by U.S. adversaries outside of Europe. In the Indo-Pacific region, China has an interest in obtaining technological capabilities that threaten U.S. dominance in the Pacific region. In the next 10 years, the possible proliferation of Russian EW-exports, combined with access to commercial dual-use products such as drone technology may see other potential adversaries, including smaller state actors such as Iran, Syria, and North Korea but also non-state actors such as militant organizations and state-supported proxy forces, follow Russia’s lead. Russia has already deployed Krasukha-4 systems in Syria, which have been suspected of engaging in GPS spoofing activities.\(^\text{18}\) According to Russian state media, this system has also been exported abroad.\(^\text{19}\) The expansion of Russian electronic warfare capabilities beyond Europe raises the cost of deterrence for the United States due to the increased potential for U.S. adversaries to exploit vulnerabilities stemming from the U.S. overreliance on technological superiority.

Ways to overcome the Russian EW challenge

A vital first step in countering the Russian EW challenge is the acceptance that Western forces do not enjoy unchallenged control of the electromagnetic spectrum. Unlike in recent asymmetric conflicts against non-state actors, Russia as a near-peer adversary has developed its EW capabilities that deliberately aim to exploit NATO’s dependence on high-end technology. Russia uses EW as a force-multiplier to add delays to the system-oriented command and control cycle of U.S. and NATO forces, causing friction and potentially significant levels of confusion during operations. In the European theater, the electromagnetic spectrum is highly likely to be contested by Russia. Although the term anti-access area denial (A2/AD) is controversial, it can be applied, for instance, to describe the difficulties facing the Baltic states in terms of electronic warfare. As EW equipment operates within the electromagnetic sphere, it is subjected to the limits of geography as well as to the laws of physics. Forward operating areas in the European theater are located in close proximity to the territory of the Russian Federation and can be targeted by Russia from all the domains of combat (ground, air, sea, submarine, and space) at any time.

Operating in this environment challenges Western militaries to act in a number of ways. First, they must recognize that they will be operating in a highly challenged electromagnetic environment. Second, strategic prioritization and well-written doctrines and manuals alone are not sufficient for tackling the challenges stemming from electronic warfare. Routine, systematic efforts must be conducted to prepare troops for operating under electronic attack in multiple domains, potentially simultaneously. Each soldier must be trained to identify the indicators of an
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electronic attack and react in an appropriate manner. Third, the persistent condition of a challenging EW environment has to be embedded in the conduct of operational planning. Operational situations involving electronic warfare can be mathematically and physically modeled, allowing chokepoints and critical points of failure to be recognized, leading to more efficient planning. Finally, countering the Russian EW threat requires a high level of adaptation in many fields of the Western way of warfare and therefore increased awareness of the challenges.

**Recommendations**

Based on this assessment, the United States and its NATO allies should:

1. **Those NATO partners and allies that have not already done so should recognize the significance of the threat stemming from the capability and advancement of the Russian Armed Forces’ electronic warfare measures.** Recognition of the threat implies prioritization of awareness regarding electromagnetic conditions in operational planning to ensure operability in electronically denied environments and situations. Training for troops to conduct combat actions without wireless communications, positioning systems, and integrated electronic field services must be incorporated in every stage of initial training and skill maintenance across all branches of service. Formations must be able to conduct successful combat operations without reliance on sea, air, and land-based support due to the threat of electronic interference. Operations in asymmetric and non-linear hostile environments where the full range of electronic warfare measures is applied should also be exercised.

2. **Recognition of both the significance and the consequences of Russian electronic warfare capabilities must continue in the long-term strategic planning of the United States and its allies.** Technology development strategies must prioritize ways to minimize the effects of hostile electronic actions while maximizing the effectivity of counter-electronic warfare systems and measures. Confidence in the United States’ enduring technological advantage must be challenged in strategic thinking, leading to the identification of operational gaps and elimination of vulnerabilities. Awareness concerning the significance of Russian electronic warfare should also be expanded beyond the European theatre to other strategic directions in order to prepare for the proliferation of Russia’s effective electronic warfare capabilities to countries regarded as strategic opponents, including China.

**Conclusion**

Russian electronic warfare capabilities are a continuously evolving challenge that can only be countered by investment and institutional change. Years of Western emphasis on counter-insurgency and combat operations against non-peer adversaries created an embedded sense of security and superiority in the conduct of operations. Despite recent efforts to challenge this complacency, refocusing on countering threats from peer and near-peer rivals, including EW, still requires time and sustained effort. For the United States and NATO member states, the moment of action is now in order to sustain deterrence in the European theater. Russia will continue to develop and
enhance its electronic warfare capabilities while finding new vulnerabilities and attack vectors utilizing the full spectrum of electromagnetic means across the domains of military interaction. Lack of a meaningful response by Russia’s adversaries carries within it the risk of defeat and hence risks emboldening Russia to even more assertive interventions in Europe.

Andreas Turunen is a research analyst at Conflict Studies Research Centre specialized in Russian defence analysis, hybrid warfare, and strategic communication.
From Leaflets to “Likes”: The Digitalization and Rising Prominence of Psychological Operations in Russia’s Military

BY JOE CHERAVITCH

Introduction

Russia’s employment of information warfare aimed at the West continues to punctuate headlines surrounding elections, the Ukraine conflict, and a host of other international issues. Russia’s military intelligence agency, the GRU (Glavnoe razvedevatel’noe upravlenie, or Main Intelligence Directorate), is often at the forefront. “Information confrontation (informatsionnoe protivoborstvo),” the overarching concept that guides many Russian digital campaigns, is bifurcated into a technical aspect, like the malware that facilitates hacking, as well as a psychological one, which involves everything from artillery shells that explode into leaflets to websites to influence the Russian diaspora.¹ The focus on “effective” propaganda during Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu’s 2017 rollout of the information operations force exemplifies the mounting importance of psychological operations to Russian strategy. Nonetheless, international observers have paid more attention to the technical capabilities than to the psychological operations (PSYOP) that constitute half of the equation behind Russian information campaigns.

¹ Most Russian military publications on information confrontation discuss the inseparability of technical from psychological aspects of electronic warfare, computer network operations, intelligence activities, psychological warfare, and military deception (maskirovka)—all of which mutually reinforce one another. See: A.N. Limno and M.F. Krysanov, “Informatsionnoe protivoborstvo i maskirovka voysk,” Voennaya mysl’, no. 5, (2003). One of the most authoritative figures within the GRU to write about information confrontation is Vyacheslav Kondrashov, a former deputy chief, who in 2016 published an article titled “information confrontation in the cybernetic space.” See: Vyacheslav Viktorovich Kondrashov, “Informatsionnoe protivoborstvo v kiberneticheskom prostranstve,” Nauchno-issledovatel’skiy tsentr problem bezopastnosti, August 22, 2016.
Russia’s military has long used psychological warfare to undermine conventionally superior enemies. According to a 2006 publication on information confrontation, General Aleksandr Suvorov, perhaps Russia’s most renowned military commander, used PSYOP to influence Piedmontese soldiers to surrender to his Austro-Russian force during a campaign against Revolutionary France. Over a century later, Russian military intelligence used covert media and frontline leaflets to attempt to pry Slavic nationalities from the Central Powers during World War I. The Red Army’s special propaganda department during World War II used leaflets, radio, and loudspeakers to call on Axis soldiers, particularly non-German ones, to lay down their arms and join their respective national fronts in liberating the workers of Eastern and Central Europe from fascism.

History looms large over the GRU’s approach to contemporary information confrontation. A GRU manual on psychological warfare published in 1999, for example, highlights the Soviet Union’s annexation of eastern Poland in 1939 as an example of the efficacy of using national, religious, and ethnic differences to divide an enemy country. Wartime themes emerge in current GRU influence operations like the Victory for Peace campaign, an early 2015 effort to promote pro-Soviet and Russian narratives of World War II, through social media and a GRU-run online news network.

Post-Soviet Development

But GRU PSYOP officers in the post-Soviet period also turned to other states when studying psychological warfare, leading to their growing perception that Western operations posed a serious threat. The vast resources behind NATO’s information warfare apparatus, according to one officer, generated a “strong envy” among Russian counterparts. Nonetheless, other military authors saw an asymmetric route to overcoming Western predominance in the “information space” through the internet, such as the ability of proxies supporting former Yugoslav president Slobodan-Milošević during
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3 In August 1915, for example, the Main Directorate of the Russian General Staff established the "Nord-Sud" telegraph agency to broadcast propaganda to several Balkan countries, with an emphasis on Romania. See: A.B. Atashov, Propaganda na Russkom fronte v gody pervoy mirovoy voyny, Spetskniga, 2012, 50-1.
4 The memoirs of M.I. Burtsev, a special propaganda commander from 1939 through World War II, serve as a thorough primary account of psychological operations conducted by the Red Army at the time. See: M.I. Burtsev, Prozrenie, Voenizdat (1981).
5 The author adds, "Addressing the mass consciousness of such groups, especially if they are harassed by the government, is very productive." Vladimir Gavrilovich Krysko, Sekrety psikhologicheskoy voyny, Minsk, 1999. The textbook was featured in a 2017 article published in The Moscow Times. See: Alexey Kovalev and Matthew Bodner, "The Secrets of Russia’s Propaganda War, Revealed," Moscow Times, March 1, 2017.
7 After Soviet collapse, special propaganda was rebranded the Center for Foreign Military Information and Communication and directly subordinated to the GRU. See: "Oseoby front" , Argumenty vremeni, January 10, 2018. These units eventually adopted symbols that featured a five-pointed carnation per a ministry of defense decree in 2005, which is a symbol unmistakably associated with Russian military intelligence. See: "Ofitsial‘no. Prikazy i direktivy ministra oborony RF," Rossijskoe voennoe obozrenie, no. 001 (2006): 77-80.
the war in Kosovo to appeal to internet users while disabling enemy messaging through cyberattacks. A 2007 article coauthored by a senior GRU PSYOP commander elaborated:

[T]he development of the internet is accompanied by an increasingly widespread use of the opportunities it provides for the implementation of information warfare, a growth in scale and complexity of its participants’ actions, which are performed by both state and individual groups.

The disappointment by many Russian officers in the inability to respond to perceived information operations conducted by Western mass media and governments during the Georgian War in 2008 further underscored the importance of digital influence operations in modern conflict. As cybersecurity analyst Emilio Iasiello asserted, Georgia won the information war in 2008 in part because it sought private public relations expertise and reported Russian airstrikes on civilian targets, allowing Georgia to win over the hearts and minds of the international community, despite Russia’s dominance in the physical battlespace. As one Russian defense pundit described shortly after the conflict, the Russian military failed to make use of the internet to build public support for its military operations, as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) did with its public webpages established shortly after the onset of their operations in Afghanistan, partly due to a “famine” of qualified personnel. An official with the GRU’s PSYOP faculty at the Ministry of Defense’s Military University, for example, saw a need to further digitalize its curriculum after the Georgian War. Its alumni demonstrated at least a nascent capability to conduct internet-based influence operations by the onset of the Ukraine crisis, including efforts to mobilize pro-Russian communities in Ukraine through disinformation on social media, such as using fake profiles on Facebook to pit pro-Russian Ukrainians against protestors by portraying the latter as zapadentsy (Westerners), and issuing physical threats over the internet to pro-Russian figures in southeast Ukraine to legitimize official claims that radical Ukrainian nationalists were encouraging violence in the region. At the same time, sources confirmed to Russian state press outlets that the military sought to build an information operations branch that would integrate the diverse elements of modern information confrontation. As a Russian military expert explained, the psychological aspect was no less important than the technical means of modern warfare:

Psychological warfare technologies can inflict no less damage to an adversary than means of armed attack, and informational weapons built on the basis of
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14 S.A. Cheshuin, “Osoobennosti sovremennovo informatsionnovo protivoborstva i ikh uchot pri podgotovke spetsialis-tov zarubezhnoy voennoy informatsii v Voennom universitete.” The article as of February 2020 is available here: https://pandia.ru/text/77/194/29043.php. Although this version is anonymous, the author maintains a copy attributed to S.A. Cheshuin. The main training pipeline for GRU PSYOP officers is the Faculty of Foreign Military Information at the Defense Ministry’s Military University in Moscow. According to a description on a regional website, the faculty exclusively sends graduates to the GRU: http://moscow-russia.ru/voenny-universitet-ministerstva-oborony/.
psychological influence technologies have much greater destructive, penetrating, and selective capability.\textsuperscript{16}

In January 2015, an ostensibly pro-ISIS hacking outfit named CyberCaliphate posted allegedly sensitive information exfiltrated from U.S. Central Command networks.\textsuperscript{17} Months later, the group would claim responsibility for temporarily disabling France’s TV5 Monde’s channels in a far more sophisticated attack. Investigators quickly deduced that the actors behind that attack, however, were probably Russian because the Arabic messaging used as part of the operation was riddled with mistakes and the malware being circulated strongly resembled that of an intrusion set previously linked to hackers backed by Moscow.\textsuperscript{18} In late 2018, the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Center publicly attributed CyberCaliphate to the GRU.\textsuperscript{19} The campaign marked an unprecedented interaction between the GRU’s technical cyber activities and its psychological operations, with units from both ends of the information confrontation spectrum supporting the effort.\textsuperscript{20} The following year, Chief of the General Staff General Valeriy Gerasimov revealed that officers participating in a large-scale exercise established information confrontation groups for the first time.\textsuperscript{21} GRU influence campaigns aimed at Ukraine exhibited what that integration of cyber and psychological capabilities meant for operations. They combined cyberattacks and influence efforts conducted by proxies like Cyber Berkut along with electronic warfare platforms and cell phone-site simulators to demoralize Ukrainian soldiers and citizens through SMS messages that typically emphasize the supposed futility in fighting for the Ukrainian government or attempt to provoke unrest by forwarding disinformation about drafts for military service.\textsuperscript{22} Throughout the Ukraine conflict, the importance of the psychological aspect of information confrontation continued to gain traction in defense circles. For instance, a Russian professor presenting on the “transformation of information wars” at Russia’s 2018 Armiya conference asserted that Russia faced a new era in propaganda:

\begin{quote}
[We] are witnessing the erasure of the borders between ‘military propaganda’ and information manipulation without a military-political and even political focus.

[ . . . ]

Propaganda of the past was not a dialogue. Now, a constant dialog is implied, and this requires a completely different form of propaganda during peacetime.\textsuperscript{23}
\end{quote}

\begin{thebibliography}{22}
\footnotesize
\bibitem{22} Troianovski and Nakashima, “How Russia’s military…” (20); Ukrainian sources claim that other GRU units equipped with electronic warfare equipment are responsible for SMS messages along the front, such as the 2140th Psychological Operations Detachment. See: “Stali izvestny dannye o voyskakh ‘psikhov’ Rossi,” Tribun, February 6, 2018.
\bibitem{23} Dmitriy Gennadievich Evstaf’ev, “Transformatsiya informatsionnykh voyn: ot klassicheskoy propagandy k infor-
**Strengths and Weaknesses**

Perhaps the greatest strength held by the GRU’s information confrontation apparatus is its ability to combine electronic warfare, cyber, and psychological operations. Not all of these operations require advanced technology. The GRU’s PSYOPs units have kept a foothold in conducting the kind of tactical, low-tech operations involving face-to-face communication and loudspeakers, mostly a product of the Soviet-Afghan War and refined during the Chechen Wars.²⁴

These experiences probably served as the foundation for frontline information confrontation in Syria, which Russia’s ground force-commander argued allowed Russian forces to “shake the situation from the inside within a matter of days.”²⁵ But the GRU’s flexibility extends beyond the ability to switch between digital and physical propaganda; Russian military intelligence is unfettered by either domestic or international legal constraints, affording personnel free rein to go after whichever targets with any digital means they please. For good reason, the liberal democratic states comprising NATO lack a similar freedom when conducting information operations, which are subject to a litany of legal and bureaucratic considerations.

But the GRU’s information confrontation machine faces significant obstacles in its bid to match the West in covert digital warfare. Most significantly, it very likely lacks the resources and human capital to build and expand relevant units. According to a 2017 survey published by a Russian cybersecurity firm on states’ cyber-capabilities, Russia ranked only fifth among leading states in resourcing cyber-forces, far behind China and the United States.²⁶ Pay and retention are probably at least partly responsible for staffing issues,²⁷ and PSYOP units likely face the same challenges from corruption that affect the broader Russian military.²⁸ These deficiencies probably play a large part in the operational
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²⁸ In 2015, the commander of a different probable PSYOP unit based in Chita faced up to four years in prison for granting financial bonuses to his subordinates and pocketing their money. The commander fell under a protected veteran status based on his service in Chechnya and Georgia-Abkhazia. Additionally, a former colleague defended the officer’s conduct as a necessity to meet demands in a period of meager funding, such as using bonuses to finance construction projects ordered by more senior commanders. See: “Eks-komandira sekretnoy voinskoy chastl Chity budut sudit’ za
errors committed by GRU specialists—most notably mistranslations that lead to their attribution during false-flag operations and which perhaps limit the impact of narratives promoted through social media.  

Whatever their shortcomings, GRU PSYOP units are likely to remain at the forefront of Moscow’s efforts to digitally undermine its perceived adversaries. While their covert messaging—belied by linguistic troubles and possibly an unfamiliarity with the platforms used to promote it—may fall flat in many cases, the cyberattacks used to support them certainly present significant threats to targeted networks. Nevertheless, as demonstrated by a recent (unattributed) disinformation operation in Ukraine that played on local coronavirus fears to incite rioting, information operations can have significant physical consequences even in the absence of cyberattacks.

Moreover, the GRU is one actor among many that support Russia’s foreign policy and military objectives through covert digital influence. Although they seemingly lack the ability to conduct sophisticated cyber operations, online “trolls,” including those that operate under Russian oligarch Yevgeniy Prigozhin, have demonstrated effectiveness in reaching target audiences through an approach rooted in marketing rather than military strategy. While the GRU takes a longer-term approach to its digital propaganda, such as laundering lengthy narratives through social media proxies and accounts, Prigozhin’s enterprise relies more heavily on memes to aggravate targeted populations to quick action. As the Russian revolutionary Georgiy Plekhanov described, “A propagandist presents many ideas to one of a few persons; the agitator presents only one or a few ideas, but he presents them to a mass of people.”

The prospect that Russian military intelligence extensively collaborates with a security-service outsider like Prigozhin is dubious, but a de facto and tacit division of labor between their digital propaganda apparatuses certainly allows Moscow to simultaneously approach a given target audience with multiple techniques.
**Conclusion**

Just as leaflets were used to attempt to divide enemy coalitions along ethnic, religious, and social differences in the past, modern GRU operators apply those techniques to undermine NATO and its partners through social media and cyberattacks. These techniques were most recently demonstrated in the spate of cyberattacks against Georgia in late 2019, which, according to U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, aimed to “sow division, create insecurity, and undermine democratic institutions.”

Information confrontation, in this sense, represents digital echoes of techniques forged through some of the worst conflicts in human history. It falls on the shoulders of analysts and experts to bridge the vast differences between Western and Russian approaches to digital conflict, differences rooted in historical experiences and contemporary realities, in order to equip decisionmakers with a better understanding of the actors behind these furtive campaigns that are almost as certain to occur as the elections, military exercises, and regional conflicts they seek to impact.

Joe Cheravitch is a Russian information operations analyst in the cybersecurity industry. Cheravitch worked as a government and defense analyst focusing on international cyber-warfare and influence operations since 2014.
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Strategic Deterrence, Critical Infrastructure, and the Aspiration-Modernization Gap in the Russian Navy

BY MICHAEL B. PETERSEN

Introduction

How capable is the Russian Federation Navy (RFN) of inflicting significant damage against U.S. and European critical infrastructure? Historically, the navy’s wartime missions focused on ensuring a second nuclear strike capability and defense of Russia’s maritime approaches. Over the last decade, however, the RFN has accrued a new counter-infrastructure mission designed to control conflict escalation or force an adversary to sue for peace. Most commonly, this mission involves attacks utilizing non-strategic nuclear or conventional means. Indeed, the RFN’s doctrinal statements place a high priority on the ability to carry out such attacks. However, despite massive investment, the navy has important limitations on its ability to do so. Its decade-long modernization has given it the ability to target critical infrastructure locally and regionally, but it has struggled to build a fleet to fulfill its more ambitious objectives farther afield, especially against the United States. Russia is closing this aspiration-modernization gap, but challenges will persist, especially in the near term.

Destruction of Critical Infrastructure: Increasing Centrality in Russian Naval Thought

In Russian thinking, strategic deterrence operations are executed in peacetime and wartime, and they feature what western strategists might define as conflict dissuasion and escalation control.¹ Military forces achieve these missions through pre-conflict
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signaling and by inflicting specifically assigned damage criteria in local, regional, and strategic conflicts. In regional and strategic conflicts—wars against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in particular—this criteria is met in part via attacks against an adversary’s critical infrastructure. These operations perform the vital function of military signaling during what Russian thinkers term the “period of threat,” and then apply measured force against strategic targets during the ensuing “initial period of war.” Thereafter, these operations also provide a means of escalation management.²

The importance of critical infrastructure attacks in Russian military analysis has been increasing for at least a decade. For example, in their 2009 survey of post-Cold War conflict dynamics, Colonels A.V. Serzhantov and A.P. Martoflyak wrote that modern war “focuses its main efforts on key government and military control systems, military infrastructure, the economy, and sources of livelihood that, if destroyed, put the state’s existence on the line.” Attacks on “critically vital targets,” according to the authors, would compel an adversary into ending the conflict.³

Naval thinkers have likewise been considering this approach for years. In 2007, Admiral Vladimir Masorin, then commander-in-chief of the Russian Navy, wrote that modern economies’ dependence on energy and transportation systems “makes it possible to regard elements of those systems as the key objects for influencing the economies of potential adversaries.” Destruction of these key objects, Masorin held, leveraged a strategic vulnerability and meant that adversaries could be more easily deterred or compelled to end a conflict on terms favorable to Russia.⁴

Over the following decade, these considerations became embedded in Russia’s thinking about its navy. A 2016 Military Thought article argued that in addition to its more traditional missions, the RFN now had a “qualitatively different task,” to “crush the adversary’s military economic potential by directly impacting their vital centers from the sea using conventional sea-based long-range high-precision weapons.” The navy was ideal for this task because it could, according to the authors, deploy anywhere in the world “to attack the adversary’s critically important ground-based facilities without violating, until a certain moment, its national sovereignty.”⁵

With the rise of Russia’s precision strike capabilities, the Ministry of Defense (MOD) and RFN have embraced these ideas as well. According to the MOD, one of the critical
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² For a full treatment of Russia’s philosophy on strategic warfighting and damage criteria at various levels of conflict, see Dave Johnson, Russia’s Conventional Precision Strike Capabilities, Regional Crises, and Nuclear Thresholds (Livermore, CA: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Center for Global Security Research, 2018), https://cgsr.llnl.gov/content/assets/docs/Precision-Strike-Capabilities-report-v3-7.pdf. The Russian phrase for attacks against critical infrastructure is “strategicheskaya operatsiya po porazheniyu kriticheski vazhnykh obyektov” (strategic operation to destroy critically important objects). The phrase “strategicheskaya operatsiya” (strategic operation) has a specific definition in the Russian military lexicon and denotes joint force strikes that are coordinated and connected by purpose, place, task, and time. See Military Encyclopedia of the Russian Ministry of Defense, http://encyclopedia.mil.ru/encyclopedia/dictionary/details.html?id=10378@morfDiction- nary.


wartime tasks for the RFN is to “destroy enemy land-based facilities at long distances.”

The RFN’s 2017 Fundamentals of the State Policy of the Russian Federation in the Field of Naval Operations for the Period Until 2030 is more expansive, noting:

[The navy possesses] strategic nuclear and conventional naval forces and the ability to implement its combat potential in virtually any area of the World Ocean; and the ability to deploy naval expeditionary groups in a short period of time into the areas of conflict and remain in these areas for an extended period of time without violating the sovereignty of other states; as well as a high level of readiness for actions, including strikes on critically important enemy targets.

Specifically, the Fundamentals note that “destruction of the enemy’s military and economic potential by striking its vital facilities from the sea” can enhance deterrence and provide a measure of escalation control through the use of precision-guided munitions. This is the official enshrinement of what the Fundamentals deem to be a “qualitatively new objective” for the RFN.

New Ships for a New Objective?

Has the RFN’s intensive modernization under President Vladimir Putin provided it with the capacity to sustainably and credibly provide signaling in a threatened period of military conflict, as well as counter-critical infrastructure missions during the initial period of war and beyond? Results are decidedly mixed. While Kalibr cruise missiles, the key weapons in the RFN’s precision strike complex, have proven to be quite capable, production of new platforms to deliver those missiles has been problematic. Russia has been reasonably successful with smaller, less complex platforms, but measured against its own expectations for modernizing the force with larger, more complex platforms, it has struggled. As a result, the Russian navy has developed a force that allows it to use its smaller platforms to credibly threaten counter-critical infrastructure operations locally and regionally, but it has failed to develop the sustainable global capability to which its guiding doctrinal statements aspire.

New ship construction is emblematic of this dynamic. The RFN generally envisioned new Admiral Gorshkov-class frigates, the most sophisticated class of Russian surface warships constructed since the Cold War, as the foundation of a revived Russian surface fleet. The lead ship was laid down in 2006, but problems plagued it for over a decade, and it was only accepted for service in July 2018. A second Admiral Gorshkov-class frigate was laid
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8 Ibid., 12.
down in 2009 and may join the fleet in early 2020.\textsuperscript{11} While the navy expects to eventually receive six of these ships, it has produced exactly two of them in fourteen years.\textsuperscript{12} The problems with the Admiral Gorshkovs became so acute that the RFN ordered a smaller substitute frigate with reduced capabilities. In 2010 and 2011, the MOD signed contracts for the delivery of six Admiral Grigorovich-class frigates, three of which the RFN accepted for service.\textsuperscript{13} While these frigates come equipped with some of Russia’s most advanced naval combat systems, they lack the survivability, range, and magazine depth that would allow them to execute sustained global deterrence and combat missions.\textsuperscript{14}

Since the start of its 2014 war with Ukraine, Russia has struggled to complete orders for all of its new surface combatants. Prior to the war, all maritime gas turbine engines were manufactured by Zorya-Mashprojekt in Ukraine, which subsequently canceled production. Russia was unable to equip any of the remaining frigates it had ordered, and gas turbine engines were unavailable for a planned 3400-ton Derzky-class “super-corvette.” Moscow then sold the three incomplete Grigorovich frigates that had begun construction (but lacked engines) to India.\textsuperscript{15} The Russian company NPO Saturn claims that it has begun small batch production of gas turbine engines, but the first serially produced engines, originally scheduled for delivery in 2019, have still not arrived as of early 2020.\textsuperscript{16}

The failure to procure new frigates in significant numbers drove the RFN into fielding higher numbers of smaller (800-1500 ton) corvettes and patrol vessels designed for littoral and near-sea operations. The RFN has accepted eight Kalibr-armed Buyan-M-class corvettes, and another four are under construction. In addition, the lead ship of a new the Karakurt-class corvette was commissioned at the end of December 2018 (two are currently in service), and the RFN expects to receive 18 of the vessels.\textsuperscript{17} The navy has also commissioned two 1500-ton Bykov-class patrol ships since December 2018, with both serving in the Black Sea Fleet.\textsuperscript{18}

All of these smaller vessels utilize marine diesel engines for their propulsion. But EU sanctions against Russia in 2014 cut off the supply of these engines, and Russia’s domestic diesel industry has been unable to ramp up to meet the increased demand. According to an industry source, Russian diesel engines “have a huge import dependency due to an array of foreign-made components,” so the industry has had to start almost from scratch.\textsuperscript{19}
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Moscow purchased a small number of diesel engines from China, but these substitute engines either consistently broke in testing or would not fit inside the engineering spaces of the smaller Russian vessels.\(^\text{20}\)

Despite these challenges, smaller surface combatant and diesel submarine construction has been adequate to meet the potential demands of local and regional counter-critical infrastructure missions. Alongside smaller corvettes and patrol vessels, construction of new Kalibr-equipped diesel submarines has been relatively successful, and several have joined the fleet recently. These Project 636.3 Kilo-class diesel submarines have been a mainstay for several years.\(^\text{21}\) They are capable platforms, but like small surface combatants, are range, speed, and firepower limited, particularly if called upon to credibly sustain the threat of global counter-infrastructure operations.

The maritime requirements of counter-critical infrastructure operations directed against the United States, combined with Russia’s lack of overseas maritime infrastructure, mean that the Russian navy must rely on large, complex, covert, survivable platforms with more firepower and extended endurance, especially nuclear-powered guided-missile submarines (SSGNs). These submarines are capable of long deployments at sea, holding the mainland United States at risk without surfacing or returning to port for three or even four months, and their covert capabilities render them more difficult to track and target.

Russia’s newest operational SSGN is the now-famous Yasen-class SSGN Severodvinsk. Construction on Severodvinsk began in late 1993, but with the country in the throes of economic collapse, work virtually ground to a halt while most of the country’s existing submarine fleet spent the decade rusting at the pier. In 2014, the Severodvinsk was finally commissioned and began operational deployments.\(^\text{22}\) Its sister submarine, the modernized Yasen-M class SSGN Kazan, was laid down in 2009. Sea trials in 2018 identified major problems with Kazan’s “auxiliary systems,” and according to a Defense Ministry source, the submarine may not be available until 2021.\(^\text{23}\)
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Partly as an alternative to the shortcomings created by this excruciatingly inefficient program, the RFN approved modernization plans to equip legacy Oscar II and Akula-class submarines with Kalibr missiles, giving them true multimission capability with high-precision weapons.24 Work on upgrading the first Oscar II began in 2013, but delivery has been delayed until at least 2021. As Russian critics have pointed out, the upgrade may take almost twice as long as it did to build the submarine.25 In 2017, Deputy Defense Minister Yuri Borisov noted that work on three other Oscar IIs would be complete sometime between 2018 and 2025.26 As of 2020, none of this work is done.27

The RFN’s plans to conduct a similar “deep” modernization of Akula-class submarines emerged after the successful Kalibr cruise missile strikes into Syria in 2015.28 These plans represented an expansion of a “medium” upgrade program initiated in 2011 that was by all accounts already failing.29 However, despite recent progress, as of early 2020, no Akulas have completed deep modernization, and it is not yet clear when these refurbished vessels will be accepted for deployment.30

These “blue water” undersea platforms constitute the naval portion of Russia’s potential global conventional strike capability. However, large platform modernization across the fleet has been protracted and shows few signs of improving in the short term. Indeed, the RFN’s number of large oceangoing ships and submarines will remain low through at least 2025.

Implications

At first glance, as Russian observer Alexander Mozgovoy put it in 2017, “The results of naval shipbuilding as a whole don’t impress.”31 Frigate production has been woeful. Early plans to build larger ships, such as destroyers and aircraft carriers, have been shelved for the time being. Modernization of legacy platforms moves at a snail’s pace. In the submarine fleet, nuclear-powered boats with a conventional precision strike or non-strategic nuclear capability are similarly slow to join the force.

Observers should not allow these shortcomings to obscure that, overall, the RFN’s modernization program has drastically improved its capabilities and readiness, and the Russian fleet is more robust than it has been in at least three decades. In contrast to the situation with larger, blue-water surface combatant construction, new small surface combatant construction—less complex, single-mission ships that lack blue water capability—has been relatively successful despite serious problems. Currently, these vessels, equipped with modern Kalibr missiles, can credibly mount a sustainable threat to critical infrastructure across most of the European landmass and even against portions of Alaska.

However, since 1991, Russia has produced only one large combatant ship—the Severodvinsk—capable of evading enemy pursuit and credibly executing a counter-critical infrastructure mission against the continental United States. But the Severodvinsk cannot stay on station permanently. The RFN’s ability to threaten U.S. critical infrastructure with precision kinetic attacks is therefore limited to the amount of time in a year that the Severodvinsk can sustain a patrol within range of the United States—probably no longer than two months. Furthermore, because the order of battle is limited to one, the RFN has no extra capacity if this submarine were to be disabled or destroyed in combat. Even if the follow-on submarine Kazan becomes operational in 2021, the Russian navy’s ability to sustain a credible conventional and tactical nuclear deterrent against the United States will remain limited. In the short term, the RFN will be able to successfully execute strategic deterrence missions from the sea against European targets but will struggle to field the sustainable global conventional capabilities to which its guiding doctrinal statements aspire.

A policy aspiration-modernization gap has opened up for the RFN. Russia is likely to attempt to close this gap in two ways. The first is its continued construction of new global power projection platforms such as modernized Yasen-M and Laika-class nuclear-powered submarines, combined with efforts to field extended-range hypersonic anti-ship and land-attack cruise missiles. Modernization of legacy platforms may be limited. In the near term (1-5 years), the RFN will muddle through in a way that allows it to provide sustained deterrence missions against regional, mainland European adversaries. However, it will struggle to develop and upgrade more complex, larger platforms that allow it to sustain such missions globally. In the longer term (5-10 years), the RFN will begin achieving a more credible and sustainable long-term conventional and tactical nuclear deterrence presence as newer large platforms and extended-range precision strike systems slowly matriculate into the force.

In response, U.S. and allied militaries can pursue damage limitation strategies that account for this shift over time. The need in Europe is most urgent. Investments in distributed logistics and infrastructure upgrades, combined with modest upgrades to air defense capabilities, can provide resiliency and redundancy while taking advantage of the fact that Russia’s small ships generate small salvos of long-range precision munitions. European and U.S. militaries must also become comfortable working inside Russia’s vaunted, but penetrable, anti-access bubble, where these smaller single-mission platforms are likely to
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operate. This requires continued development of decentralized command and control concepts; improved counterintelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities; and highly dispersed, mobile operations on land and at sea. In the longer term, as Russia grows its global capability, the United States will need to invest in improved undersea warfare technology, especially wide-area sonar search capabilities that can operate in the open ocean and along the U.S. littorals. Such capabilities can include both fixed systems as well as unmanned undersea vehicles.

Russian naval modernization is neither a spectacular success nor a desperate failure. The RFN has managed to develop in ways that allow it to credibly project power into critically vital areas among its European rivals. At the same time, it is on a long-term trajectory to expand its reach against the United States.

Michael B. Petersen is the director of the Russia Maritime Studies Institute and an associate professor at the United States Naval War College.
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Russian Unmanned Vehicle Developments: Syria and Beyond

BY SAMUEL BENDETT

Introduction

The Russian military modernization drive that began in 2011 has yielded major dividends. Key to this process has been the development and use of unmanned and autonomous military systems, or as the Russian military calls them, “robotic complexes” (robotekhnicheskie kompleksy—RTKs). The Russian government and military are discussing the use of RTK, and their statements and deliberations paint an overall picture of how Moscow is defining the concept of operations (CONOPS) and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) with respect to unmanned systems. Some of these CONOPS and TTPs are already tested in Syria, where the Russian military operates unmanned systems since 2015.

Russian leaders, the defense industry and the Ministry of Defense (MOD) institutions tasked with conceptualizing the future of war are envisioning the ever-increasing use of unmanned systems in combat. In 2017, Russian president Vladimir Putin noted that “autonomous robotized systems . . . are capable of changing the entire system of armaments for general-purpose forces.”1 In 2019, Putin remarked that “robotized systems and drones are being introduced actively and used in combat training, which enhances the capabilities of military units by several times.”2

In 2016, Andrei Grigoryev, head of the Russian Advanced Research Foundation (Russia’s DARPA equivalent founded in 2012)3 noted that future wars will be waged by robots and drones: “I see more and more robotization taking place. [Future] combat will be a war of operators and vehicles—the soldier will gradually turn into an operator and move away from the battlefield.”4 According to Grigoryev, the future of war belongs to unmanned systems that are multifunctional and capable of operating in
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2 Ibid.
any environment—ground, air, above and below water, and in space—integrated into a common command and control structure.5

**Key Unmanned Systems Development Milestones to 2020**

Since 2009, the Russian military has shown flexibility in the development and expansion of its nascent aerial drone force. While the USSR built and used unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for ISR (intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance), the period between the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the beginning of a drone development and acquisition drive in 2011 is indicative of Russia prioritizing other military technology developments over unmanned military systems. The result was a “robotics gap” between Moscow and leading unmanned powers like the United States and Israel. Russia began 2011 with a relatively small number of military UAVs that were mostly short-range, small ISR drones for close support missions. Its domestic defense industry responded by designing light UAVs such as the Orlan-10 and Eleron, two workhorses in the MOD arsenal.6 Lacking domestic expertise in developing more sophisticated UAVs, Moscow reached out to Israel and by 2011 acquired kits for assembling mid-range Zastava and MALE (Medium Altitude Long Endurance) Forpost UAVs at the UZGA defense enterprise (Ural Civil Aviation Works).7 Fast forward to 2020, and Russia’s UAV development and acquisition drive possibly made Moscow the second-largest military drone user in active combat, with over 2100 drones in service.8

The question is often asked why Russia still lacks a fully-functioning combat UAV (UCAV), especially given that states without a long history of aircraft manufacturing—like Iran or Turkey—are already operating many combat drone models. Russian military experts explain the problem as one of priorities—combat drones were not included in the MOD’s earlier planning and implementation. They also describe problems of concentration and allocation of scientific, human, and financial resources.9 To Russian analysts and commentators, “the creation of heavy drones capable of carrying serious weapons requires a huge technological leap—a technological ‘abyss’ exists between a lightweight 20-pound reconnaissance UAV and a combat drone weighing more than a ton.”10

5 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
For the past twenty years, the Russian defense industry also lacked key expertise in developing modern UAV engines with a long resource life, a problem that persists today.\(^1\) For example, the MOD did in fact task Russian developers with creating a long-range UAV—one project to build a high-altitude drone, “Altair/Altius,” was undertaken in 2011 by the Simonov Design Bureau. As the work progressed, the bureau faced a number of difficulties, notably the absence of domestic UAV expertise, which Simonov thought could be contracted out once it had the funding. This lack of expertise led to cost delays and financial and delivery problems that threatened the implementation of the entire project.\(^2\) As a result, the MOD intervened in 2017 and then in 2018, and the project was ultimately transferred to the UZGA, the only Russian defense company with experience building large UAVs that are operational today.\(^3\)

When it comes to Russian unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) projects, many were self-initiated by the country’s defense-industrial sector due to the lack of a comprehensive MOD RTK roadmap. In 2017, the MOD launched an annual initiative called “Robotization of the Armed Forces of Russia” in order to consolidate unmanned systems production and acquisition by developing common requirements and standards.\(^4\) Today, the MOD robotization roadmap exists to guide the industry and military in developing, testing, and acquiring RTKs.\(^5\) Despite the earlier lack of MOD attention, the domestic industry’s accomplishments include the development of the demining Uran 6, Scarab, and Sphera platforms. Today, combat UGVs undergoing MOD testing and evaluation include the Platforma-M, Nerehta, Soratnik, Uran-9, Vihr, Marker, Kungas, and Shturm medium and heavy vehicles, to name a few. At sea, Russia is looking to field unmanned underwater and surface vehicles (UUVs/USVs).
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that will give Russian vessels greater ISR range and capability, along with anti-submarine warfare, maritime border protection, demining, and even combat characteristics. Rear Admiral Vladimir Tryapichnikov said in 2018 that the Russian navy will emphasize the development of unmanned technologies. Just like with UAVs, the Russian navy managed to import Western equipment since 2008, as it began to explore the role of unmanned vehicles. Today, the MOD emphasizes domestic production in the government’s import substitution drive as a response to Western sanctions. The navy also has potential plans to equip Russian ships with surface and subsurface unmanned complements, making each vessel a carrier and user of unmanned technology.

**Syria as Russia’s Unmanned Military Lab**

Since the start of the 2015 Russian intervention in Syria, the MOD has steadily increased its use of unmanned systems to assist its forces. The biggest emphasis has been on the use of unmanned aerial vehicles. Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu remarked in October 2017 that Russian UAVs were carrying out 24/7 monitoring and surveillance over Syria while conducting 16,000 missions—a 2.5-fold increase in comparison with 2015, with a total of 96,000 flight hours. By July 2018, the number of UAV flight missions had climbed to over 23,000, with 140,000 flight hours. Chief of the General Staff General Valery Gerasimov noted in late 2017 that Russian forces operated 60–70 UAVs on a daily basis, a major progress in drone use since 2012. General Gerasimov elaborated that today’s combat is “unthinkable without drones—they are used by gunners, scouts, pilots—everyone.”

Today’s Russian UAV missions in Syria include aerial reconnaissance, providing target designation, controlling airstrikes, and adjusting artillery fire. UAVs are now a key part of what the MOD calls the reconnaissance fire and strike contours. The reconnaissance-strike contour (RSC) was designed for the coordinated employment of high-precision, long-range weapons linked to real-time intelligence data and precise targeting provided to a command and control center. The RSC was designed to function at operational depths
using surface-to-surface missile systems and aircraft-delivered “smart” munitions. The reconnaissance-fire contour is the tactical equivalent that links intelligence data, precise targeting, a fire-direction center, and tactical artillery to destroy high-value targets in near real-time. The MOD specifically noted that the use of UAVs together with aviation increased its ability to strike targets.

Using UAVs in the complex Syrian environment came with many challenges, such as the dynamically changing ground conditions, the enemy’s use of persistent counter-UAV capabilities, as well as the need to share airspace with manned aircraft belonging to multiple combatants. It should be also noted that Russia still relied on manned aviation in concert with UAVs, potentially putting pilots in danger of adversary anti-aircraft efforts. Russian forces in Syria also use UAVs for search and rescue, as well as electronic warfare and information warfare.

When it comes to UGV use and testing in Syria, the Uran-6, Scarab, and Sphera demining vehicles were rated highly by Russian engineering forces, and the MOD plans to start acquisition of these vehicles. However, these UGVs were designed to have the operator in close proximity. The situation surrounding vehicles built for operator remoteness in combat has proven more complicated. Russia's Uran-9 combat UGV experienced several failures when tested in “near-combat conditions” in Syria—among them transportation, communication, firing, and issues with the operator’s situational awareness. Russia also managed to test a UUV in Syria—in February 2018, the Russian Military-Industrial Commission announced that “Galtel” underwater “robotic complex” was tested. The Galtel was engaged in the search for undersea unexploded ordnance and conducted seafloor mapping and protection of the Tartus port area, where Russia has a naval base.
MOD Plans for Military Unmanned Systems

The Syrian experience has resulted in concrete MOD plans for the development of unmanned platforms and the conceptualization of how its forces will use such systems. First, the use of multiple ISR UAVs as part of the reconnaissance strike and reconnaissance fire contours convinced the MOD that it also needs unmanned aerial combat capabilities. These operational plans are no doubt influenced by the decades-long use of combat UAVs by the United States and Israel, as well as by relatively new users like Turkey. 34 This year and for the next several years, Russia will conduct testing and evaluation of an entire lineup of different classes of combat drones that have been in development from as early as 2010. They include the heavy Okhotnik combat UAV (UCAV); the mid-range Orion that was tested in Syria; the Forpost-R, a fully “Russian” drone made with domestic components that was originally assembled via Israeli license; the mid-range Korsar; the mid-range Orlan-30, an upgrade to the Orlan-10 workhorse; and the long-range Altius, to name a few. 35

Some of these UAVs are several years away from potential acquisition by the armed forces, while others are graduating to final military testing and evaluation. The MOD has indicated that the Forpost-R and Orlan-30 could enter service in 2020. 36 In April 2020, MOD took
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delivery of its first Orion UAVs, in order to conduct more testing and evaluation based on its recent Syria experience. The deployment of aerial combat drones in the long term will allow for the eventual retiring of outdated reconnaissance aircraft.\textsuperscript{37} The MOD has also encouraged domestic industry to start developing a UAV swarm that could perform independent combat operations by penetrating enemy space and striking targets.\textsuperscript{38}

Second, the Syrian UAV experience is resulting in structural change across the Ministry of Defense. The MOD currently organizes its drone fleet by companies that are divided into platoons based on the size and range of the UAVs they operate to more easily facilitate command and control as well as maintenance.\textsuperscript{39} For example, some UAVs like the Orlan-10 will become part of Russian artillery brigades and artillery regiments.\textsuperscript{40} Presently, there are 40 UAV companies and units formed across the country.\textsuperscript{41} UAVs are incorporated into the Navy as ISR assets based on shore and on ships—every major Russian fleet now has units with Forpost and Orlan-10 drones.\textsuperscript{42}

ISR UAVs are used regularly in military drills and exercises for aerial reconnaissance and intelligence gathering, as well as for electronic warfare and artillery fire correction.\textsuperscript{43} They are also becoming an official part of motorized, artillery, infantry, and other units across the armed services.\textsuperscript{44} Moreover, the MOD has found a new “home” for the UAVs: the General Staff’s Directorate of UAV Construction and Development was transferred to the Air and Space Forces (Voenno-kosmicheskie Sily, VKS).\textsuperscript{45} As the leading force in Syria, the VKS gained invaluable experience with manned and unmanned aviation that will now be officially codified across the MOD.

Third, the Russian military gained valuable lessons with UGV use in combat. The MOD has determined that for the next 10-15 years, unmanned ground military systems are not capable of fulfilling their assigned tasks in classical types of military operations—that is as part of the combat formations of combined arms units.\textsuperscript{46} The Russian military will thus need to work through new concepts and tactics for using such combat robotics. Moreover, one-time and preferably stationary use of these UGVs would be more effective, using such unmanned platforms as “one-off” attack vehicles against adversary hard points and stationary targets, with maintenance and repair crews close by.\textsuperscript{47}
These and similar combat UGVs should be used with other military formations and “never on their own” because their breakdown would negatively impact the military mission.\textsuperscript{48} Russian military officers and academics are conceptualizing that UGVs will face other UGVs in future combat because the “value of the robot is to replace a person and exceed soldier’s capabilities.”\textsuperscript{49} Such deliberations point to the idea of an RTK as an expendable item on the battlefield, as well as a key transportation and logistical asset for the soldiers.\textsuperscript{50}

To test out such concepts and theories, the MOD is supporting several flagship projects.\textsuperscript{51} One key concept is the “Maker,” which is in testing with the Advanced Research Foundation. The Maker serves as a test-bed for the development of “robotic combat-ready formations” or vehicle teams and swarms made up of ground and aerial vehicles as well as unmanned logistical and fuel systems.\textsuperscript{52} This year, the MOD also announced that it will develop UGVs based on the Soratnik and Shturm concepts by taking over the vehicle development initiative from private enterprises as it begins to formulate a UGV concept of operations.\textsuperscript{53} The Russian military is also developing Syria-based tactics and procedures for using RTKs in urban and coastal combat.\textsuperscript{54}

Fourth, the Russian Navy’s ongoing research and development points to ISR and situational awareness as the key criteria for unmanned maritime use. Syrian UAV workhorses like the Forpost have been tested as guidance mechanisms for the Kalibr cruise missiles and Yakhont anti-ship missiles.\textsuperscript{55} Another workhorse—the Orlan-10 UAV—was tested as a ship-based ISR asset on frigates operating in the Mediterranean.\textsuperscript{56} Development of UUVs as long-range ISR and combat assets is underway as well. Systems include the Klavesin, which can operate at up to 6000 meters below the surface,\textsuperscript{57} the Surrogat, which can mimic a submarine signature,\textsuperscript{58} and an anti-submarine UUV called “Cephalopod” that carries small torpedoes.\textsuperscript{59}
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\textsuperscript{50} Aleksei Zakvasin and Elizaveta Komarova, “‘In the line of fire’: what tasks are assigned to combat robots of the Russian army (‘Na Linii ognya’: kak yye zadachi vozlozheni na boevikh robotov rossiiskoy armii),” RT, November 28, 2019, https://russian.rt.com/russia/article/691199-kungas-boevye-roboty-minoborony.
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\textsuperscript{58} Ibid.
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Finally, the MOD is considering a gradual shift from manual control over unmanned systems to a fully autonomous model, perhaps powered by limited AI (artificial intelligence) for better situational awareness in a fast-paced and fast-changing combat environment. This goal remains aspirational as the current technology does not allow for this level of independence for unmanned vehicles. Thinking through future combat scenarios influenced by the Syrian experience, the MOD is proposing that AI should direct swarms of air, land, and sea-based unmanned and autonomous systems. To get to the right solutions, the MOD has opened centers and institutions tasked with AI development and testing. They include the Advanced Research Foundation, where AI and swarming technologies are being developed, and the recently-launched ERA Technopolis. As the Russian military is working to conceptualize AI use in its various weapons systems, its official position with respect to greater RTK autonomy is a “human-in-the-loop” approach (i.e., an operator who can make the key decisions with respect to using weapons on a drone).

**Conclusion**

The Russian Federation has made major strides over the past decade in becoming one of the most active users and developers of unmanned military systems. Its involvement in Syria has been the single most defining experience for the MOD over the past 20 years. Its testing and use of RTKs are beginning to redefine how the Russian military fights today and tomorrow. Going forward, there are also significant challenges that will have to be overcome by the MOD. These include building up domestic drone development expertise; creating common RTK training, evaluation, and development standards; as well as building out combat logistics plans and scenarios such as RTK repair, resupply, and recovery. Finally, RTK costs will have to be balanced out along with costs for the development and acquisition of other military technologies. The domestic defense-industrial base’s capacity to manufacture needed components also deserves attention as part of the import substitution drive that began in 2014.

The Russian MOD is working with multiple RTK projects. Some have seen active combat, others are starting to enter service, while others are years away as they undergo careful evaluation. Russia is determined to be one of the major trendsetting states that combines RTKs with other forces in current and future wars. This determination adds to the challenge that the United States and its allies in the North Atlantic Treaty
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Organization (NATO) are already facing in trying to counter the effects of unmanned systems use among adversaries such as China and Iran. The United States needs to track the evolution of RTK development in Russia and other great powers because active unmanned and autonomous vehicle use by these countries is already redefining how modern combat is waged.

Samuel Bendett is an adviser with the CNA Russia Studies Program and an adjunct senior fellow with the Center for a New American Security.
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